
Spellings Words You Should Know and That Are Commonly Misspelled
 You will be test weekly on 10 words.
 
Spelling 1 Spelling 2 Spelling 3 Spelling 4
absence criticism indispensable census
apiece enough accessible cruelty
carrying grammar appearance environment
courteous independent cemetery gruesome
enemy acceptable crowd influential
governor apparent envelope accommodate
indictment ceiling group appoint
absorption criticize individually certain
apology entirely accidentally curiosity
category gratified appetite equipment
 
Spelling 5 Spelling 6 Spelling 7 Spelling 8
guaranteed approximately especially accustomed
intitiative changeable guerrilla argument
accompanied dealt instead characteristic
appreciate escape accuracy decorate
challenge guarantee arguing evidently
curious innocuous channel guidance
equipped accordion decision intelligent
guard arctic everything ache
innocent changing guess arrest
accomplish deceive insurance chauffeur
 
Spelling 9 Spelling 10 Spelling 11 Spelling 12
definitely interfere chocolate heard
exaggerate acquaintance description introduce
hangar ascent except across
interest children harass associate
achievement descend interrupt Christianity
article excellent acreage despair
chief happily assassination exhaust
delicate integrate chosen height
exceed acquire desirable involve
happened aspirin exercise actually
 
Spelling 13 Spelling 14 Spelling 15 Spelling 16
atheist expedition adolescent develop
coarsely here attacked experience
desperate irresistible coming history
existence admission destroy jewelry
heinous attached expense advised
irrelevant column hindrance authentic
address despise jealously commitment
athletics existence advice different
colonel heroes attendance experiment
despicable irritated commercial hoarse
 



Spelling 17 Spelling 18 Spelling 19 Spelling 20
knowledge competent hour aggravate
affected disagreement led beautiful
average explanation disappoint conceited
committee holiday again discipline
disagree laboratory bargain family
extraordinary affidavit completely humane
hoping barbarous disastrous leisure
laid competition familiar aggression
affectionately disappoint human beggar
awkward extremely legitimate conceive
 
Spelling 21 Spelling 22 Spelling 23 Spelling 24
discussion lenient distinct financially
fascinate belief hurriedly ideally
humorous condemn library lightning
length dispel ally already
aisles favorite beneficial benefited
beginning hungry conscience fluorine
concentrate liable disturb idiosyncrasy
disease all right hypocrite likelihood
fasten believed license biggest
hundred confident conscientious consistent
 
Spelling 25 Spelling 26 Spelling 27 Spelling 28
foreign contradict analysis controversial
ignorant foretell breath eighth
listening illogical breathe friend
amateur liveliest imagine immediately
continuous ecstasy bulletin magazine
dormitory forfeit controversy burglar
foresee imaginary efficient embarrass
illiterate luxury imitate gauge
literature ancestry forward maintenance
boundary controlled bureaucracy counterfeit
Spelling 29 Spelling 30 Spelling 31 Spelling 32
empty maneuver unanimous usage
genius poison schedule receipt
incredible scarcity omission semester
calendar tyranny possession suicide
management manual secede opponent
occurring official undoubtedly practically
pneumonia politician omitted receive
quizzes unanimous secretary summary
studies marriage sufficient recession
typical unconscious seize vacuum
 
Spelling 33 Spelling 34 Spelling 35 Spelling 36
precede preparation relief particularly
proceed villain significant processes
separate mischievous susceptible temporary



supersede petty parallel tendency
oppression rehearsal warrant representative
predominant reign prisoner neighbor
optimistic suspicious privilege prominent
vengeance prevail remembrance rescind
recommend reign reminisce resistance
optimistic prevalent technique peculiar


